Activities
DIYA provides a unique platform to youngsters for reformative and
constructive revolution aimed at holistic development of self,
family and society. Every Diya member shall take a pledge to
reform himself/herself first, and then work towards reforming the
world at large. DIYA is working on the following movements:
Self Refinement
• Conducting workshops in schools, colleges and corporate
houses to teach and promote DIYA's 3-fold approach.
• Simple living high thinking
• Promoting Value Based Education and Bal Sanskar Shala for
children
Self-Reliance
• Camps for teaching basic self employment skills by promoting
cottage industries
• Training camps and offering certificate courses
• National and International youth conventions to motivate and
guide youth for constructive work
• Corporate Social Responsibility – Effective techniques
Holistic Health Management
• Camps on Pragya Yog, Meditation, Stress Management,
Pranayam, Life Management
• Training and treatment camps on Holistic Health Management
• Workshops on Traditional Medicines & Blood Donation Camp
De-addiction
• Creating awareness about evils of addiction to alcohol,
tobacco etc. through rallies, workshops and poster
campaigns
• Councelling in rural and urban areas
Protection of Environment
• Environmental protection by Tree Plantation (Vriksha Ganga
campaign)
• Awareness on Yagya for reducing air and water pollution
• Cleaning drives at places of worship, water sources and
public places

DIYA - Shaping the Great Nation
India is on the threshold of a major transformation. It has
all the possibilities of leading the whole world in every
field. This is because India has the largest population of
youth in the entire world. Youth have always played a
phenomenal role whenever a nation has earned
distinctions in specific fields and attained great
accomplishments. DIYA aims at providing an idealistic
vision of nation building by the youth through self
development. India has led the world in ancient times
through its unique culture. By adopting its basic
principles in the modern context, India can definitely
regain its position.

DIYA for Me
DIYA is a movement for the youth of a great nation. DIYA is
based on strong tenets and principles, also set realistic
and achievable goals for itself. People who are young at
heart and mind, and feel strongly about the new vision for
India are welcome to join DIYA irrespective of age, caste or
religion. Join us to attain a life full of happiness and vigor,
and feel the pride of taking India to great new heights.

Divine India Youth Association
A constructive movement for the youth, by the youth

Divine India Youth Association
National Youth Cell, Shantikunj, Haridwar-249411. India
Phone : (1334) 260 602 [Ext. 436]
Mobile : 9258369676, 9258360512
E-mail : diya@diya.net.in • Web : www.diya.net.in
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Vision

Patron Founder & Visionery

Create educated, healthy, self-reliant, courteous and sensitive youth
through training and workshops, and undertake constructive, nation
building activities.

Dr. Pranav Pandya, M.D. (Cardiology)

Mission

• Head

: All World Gayatri Pariwar

• Chancellor : Dev Sanskriti University, Haridwar
• Author

: Several books on Scientific Spirituality and
Personality Refinement

Shriram Sharma Acharya, Founder - AWGP
A visionary, seer, and sage who has heralded the
arrival of Satyug, through creative integration of
modern science & spirituality and revival of ancient
traditions relevant for challenging circumstances of
modern times. He said that malicious thinking is the only root cause of
crisis in individual, family, social and worldly affairs in all ages. As a
remedy he initiated “Thought Transformation
Movement”.

To create divine India by employing the potential of youth towards
rebuilding and development of the nation, and thereby transforming
individual, family, and society at large.

• Chief Editor : Akhand Jyoti (published in 8 languages, over
3 million readers world-wide)

Objectives

DIYA's 3-fold approach to individual, family & social transformation

Swami Vivekananda

Upasana (Process of imbibing divine qualities)
Devotional practice of being in emotional proximity with divinity that
leads to instilling of divine qualities in an individual.

“Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life-think
of it, dream of it, live on idea. Let the brain, muscles,
nerves, every part of your body, be full of that idea, and
just leave every other idea alone. This is the way to success. One single
soul possessed of these virtues can destroy the dark designs of millions
of hypocrites and brutes.”

•

Bring idealism in the dreams of youngsters

•

Make Indian youth healthy, self-reliant, educated, courteous
and sensitive towards social and national issues

•

Reorient the thought process of Indian youth

•

Bring back the Golden Age - Satyug with peace and
harmony in the world

•

Manifestation of Divinity in youth through Scientific
Spirituality

All World Gayatri Pariwar - AWGP
The establishment of Gayatri Pariwar was envisioned and guided by
the Rishis and Sages. AWGP has pioneered over the years, a unique
global movement called Yug Nirman Yojna (Movement for the
Reconstruction of the Era) to provide ancient solutions to the modern
problems faced by humanity today. AWGP has worked tirelessly to
transform the thought process of people and society by infusing in it the
principles of idealism. Inculcating divinity in humanbeings, leading to
the creation of heavenly atmosphere on earth. To achieve this goal,
AWGP runs 7 movements for holistic development of self, family and
society. DIYA is a youth movement of AWGP to harness youth
potentials. [www.awgp.org]
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Sadhana (Refining self by leading a disciplined life)
Sadhana stands for self-enrichment. Devout spiritual endeavors aimed
at inner illumination and elevation, which include dedicated efforts of
self-transformation through control over mind and other senses.
Aradhana (Offering selfless service to humanity)
Utilizing the acquired virtues for the betterment of the society.

Dev Sanskriti University - DSVV
In 1964, Yug Rishi Acharya Shriram Sharma, founder of AWGP
envisioned and drafted a plan for a University that would infuse new life
in the education system, and produce saplings for the Divine Era. Since
its inceptation in 2002 DSVV has been ascertained for imparting true
spiritual knowledge and to address the pressing need from all over the
world for Value Based Education. It has transformed the money making
educational practices into social service oriented courses through its
Internship Program. All graduates are required to offer service to the
society. DSVV students are actively participating in the DIYA movement.
[www.dsvv.ac.in]

Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
Dr. Kalam's vision is to transform India into a
developed nation by 2020 through hard work and
perseverance, by unleashing the youth power of India.
He invited the ignited minds to join hands in the
transformational change. His message is “I will work with integrity and
succeed with integrity.”

Shaheed Bhagat Singh
“The aim of my life is to fight for India's freedom. I
don't wish for worldly pleasures. I am now giving up
my own happiness and going out to serve the country.
If I had to marry as a slave in India, then definitely death would be my
bride and my country's martyrs would be guests at my marriage.”

Rani Laxmibai
The fiery Queen is one of the great nationalist heroines
of India's freedom, a symbol of resistance to the British
rule in India. For her immense efforts she has been
referred to as the 'Icon of the Indian Nationalist
Movement'. Her determined efforts became a beacon for the youths of
today.

